
Benefits and Dangers of AGI 

Competition 7: Artificial intelligence  

What could be the dangers and benefits of building an artificial general intelligence? How might such 
a system react if you want to unplug it? Write a 500-word essay in which you consider these 
questions.  

 

Artificial General Intelligence (AGI), whilst science-fiction for now, has the reasonable 

potential of being developed in the next century. An AI that possesses an intelligence equal 

to humans proposes many practical benefits to humanity, alongside some ethical concerns 

as well. Technologically, AGI would enable complex autonomous research to be carried out, 

assisting and even inventing new machinery, or finding solutions with extreme speed due to 

their superior processing capabilities. Additionally, exponential developments in industries 

such as interstellar travel could arise.  

On the contrary however, prominent concerns (mainly demonstrated in science-fiction 

media) focus upon the concerns of AGI independence or control, such as those in dystopian 

futures like The Matrix. Some notable extremes consist of highly intelligent, self-aware 

robotic systems whose objectives conflict with those of humanity’s. In one hypothetical 

example, a program made to protect the planet concluded that the biggest threat was 

humanity itself, and subsequently sought to eradicate our species. Ultimately, whist an AGI’s 

development may be well intentioned, the concept of AGI holding a lack of empathy or 

moral values presents a significant concern. The alternative conundrum could also arise, 

where a minority group could develop an AGI with the goal to fulfil their own interests that 

conflict with others’. Nevertheless, many beneficial possibilities could still arise from the 

presence of AGI, such as merging a human consciousness with technology, also known as 

‘The Singularity’.  

The ethical dilemmas of AGI stem from their likeness to human consciousness. Assessments 

like the Turing Test establish the idea of an AGI’s ability to pass as a human to an observer, 

and whilst this method remains somewhat inefficient, it does provide scientific evidence to 

back up the ethical dilemmas of how to treat AGI. If an AGI could pass as human, who could 

predict its reaction to being turned off. Could it possibly experience an artificial fear - 

portrayed through an electrical system rather than a biological one - and prioritise self-

preservation instead?  

Similarly, the questions proposed by the existence of AGI also focus on the concept of ‘what 

life is’: Is an AGI alive? On one hand it is made up of inorganic matter with no biological 

features. However, the parallels to life can be prominently seen: By its definition, an AGI is 

intelligent, has cognitive function, and could even ‘reproduce’ by developing other A.I.s. Can 

it not die? Even its coding is the technological equivalent of DNA. If all of this could be true, 

then how could unplugging such a ‘being’ be moral?  

Furthermore, how can moral principles be replicated for an AGI? Morality differs from each 

perspective, and therefore how could a programmer design an AI to follow their own ‘moral 

code’ without raising ethical issues about what is decidedly morally correct? Can an AGI be 

cognitive enough to independently decide the appropriate action in a moral dilemma? Who 

is to say whether this was acceptable or not? The ultimate question remains: Is an AGI still a 

creation of coding, or truly another being of its own? 


